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Abstract

Content dissemination in peer-to-peer mobile ad-hoc networks is subject to disruptions due to erratic link performance and intermittent connectivity. Distributed protocols such as BitTorrent are now ubiquitously used for content dissemination in wired Internet-scale networks, but are not infrastructure-less, which makes them unsuitable for MANETs. Our approach (called SISTO) is a fully distributed and torrent-based solution, with four key features: (i) freedom from any reliance on infrastructure; (ii) network and topology aware selection of information sources; (iii) robust multiple-path routing of content via a proactive peer selection technique; (iv) an integrated distributed content discovery capability, not found in other torrent systems. We have implemented SISTO in software, and evaluated its performance using emulation and realistic mobile network models derived from field measurements. We have measured significant improvements in download latency, resiliency and packet delivery compared to traditional data delivery models and conventional BitTorrent. We have implemented SISTO on both Linux and Android platforms, and integrated it with several android applications for content sharing.
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1 Introduction

There exist a wide set of network scenarios, such as first responder and disaster recovery situations, and military and tactical operations, which require applications and protocols to function in a purely ad hoc peer-to-peer fashion, without support infrastructure. (Here support infrastructure is taken to mean the existence of nodes and functionality maintained outside the scope of the set of ad-hoc nodes, yet available to them. The DNS infrastructure is an example of support infrastructure). In many MANET situations, this type of infrastructure support is not feasible. Furthermore, it is critical in such ad-hoc networks, that node or link failures are well tolerated, so that a receiver can obtain data even if the original source is temporarily or permanently disconnected.

While it is possible to address this problem through MANET routing techniques [19], design, development and deployment of routing protocols have long lead times. Consensus in the technical community, on which are the best routing protocols has not emerged despite years of research. Content Distribution Networks (CDNs), such as BitTorrent address the problem above the network layer, thereby avoiding the problem of deploying new routing protocols. In BitTorrent, original content is broken into pieces, and pieces may be individually disseminated. A receiver may obtain pieces concurrently from multiple sources, dispersed across the network. Our approach builds upon the BitTorrent [1] protocol, and addresses the limitations of BitTorrent in a MANET environment as follows:

- Unlike conventional BitTorrent systems, it does not require support from BitTorrent support infrastructure (the servers for content/peer discovery and tracking).
- It includes procedures for identifying and selecting sources based on favorable topological factors and/or network conditions such as congestion in order to form a robust multiple path distribution network for each piece of content. Our multiple path technique is highly tolerant to connectivity disruptions, and offers significantly more robust dissemination than traditional methods, which tend to map all traffic onto a single path between a source and destination.
- It provides for content discovery (not present in BitTorrent and most other CDN technologies, which assume an out-of-band mechanism) using a fully-distributed content discovery mechanism, where in the
users can query for content of interest using key words, and discover
the corresponding torrent metadata; by means of the metadata, content
is automatically acquired and delivered based on the SISTO torrent
algorithm.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 focuses on
related work; Section 3 describes the SISTO architecture and protocols;
Section 4 provides a quantitative experimental evaluation of SISTO, and
Section 5 provides conclusions.

2 Related Work

Significant related work on peer-to-peer networking exists. Some examples
are based on BitTorrent (e.g., SPAWN [5], and CodeTorrent [6], which also
uses network coding to help deal with mobile network issues), while others
such as 7DS [7], XL-Gnutella [8], are not. In the above related work, the
infrastructure question is not addressed, and mechanisms for the discovery of
content are not provided – it is assumed that content metadata (e.g., .torrent
files) are provided through an out-of-band mechanism such as a well-known
web server. ORION [9] proposes content query and searching features, but the
content technique is does not appear to be separable from the highly specific
dissemination technique in that work. In our work, we incorporate a fully
distributed mechanism for content discovery based on ProtoSD [13], which
is loosely coupled with the rest of the system. In [10], a cross-layer approach
for using network information is described, but it does not use peer-to-peer
mechanisms, and therefore lacks the required robustness and dissemination
efficiency. In [11] a novel torrent-based system is described based on Bluetooth
communications, but the mechanisms are coupled with the blue-tooth protocol
and do not generalize to other communication techniques. A topology-aware
BitTorrent client is developed in [12] for Internet-scale networks in which
peers are selected based on hop count and transmission rates. However, it
does not take the link quality into account, and uses passive monitoring of
connections between peers to estimate the rates. Other work such as [13]
and [14] also select peers based on estimating available bandwidth using
the technique of packet-pair dispersion. However, as shown in [15], packet
dispersion methods do not provide accurate bandwidth estimation in wireless
networks. The original SISTO concept was proposed in [16], and in this follow-
up paper, we report on the design enhancements of the original concepts and
also on results from testing of our fully functioning implementation.
3 SISTO Architecture

When applied to MANETs, the main drawbacks of conventional torrent BitTorrent are (a) that it was developed for large scale, stable networks, and (b) assume infrastructure support, either via peer tracker servers or a core set of servers forming a decentralized peer discovery overlay network. Such assumptions are not suitable for small-scale wireless mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), especially those that display dynamic behaviour, where connections to any specific servers or infrastructure may not be available, or if available may be subject to frequent disruption.

3.1 Distributed Infrastructure-Free Peer Discovery

In SISTO, like BitTorrent, the peers are discovered using the Distributed Hash Table (DHT) technique in a distributed manner. However the conventional BitTorrent DHT bootstrap process, while distributed, depends on the infrastructure support of the global DHT overlay network. This global DHT network assumed by BitTorrent is “infrastructure” for torrent systems in the same way as the DNS server overlay is infrastructure for IP networks. Furthermore, because of the scale of the global DHT overlay network support infrastructure, in conventional BitTorrent, a new peer needs to connect to at least 50 other peers in order to participate in the DHT network. In a typical MANET, there may not even be 50 nodes in the entire network. In SISTO we have modified the bootstrapping by: a) removing the dependencies on the global DHT network, and b) we have set the number of DHT peers to be a configurable parameter depending on the characteristics of the corresponding network (e.g., size). In SISTO, a peer bootstraps from a local ad-hoc DHT overlay network, using a set of known locally stored addresses that have been configured manually or learned from previous peer connections. This enhancement allows SISTO use the members of the torrent swarm to form a peer discovery DHT network among themselves, allowing it to operate without any connectivity to the torrent DHT support infrastructure in the Internet. This seemingly minor alternation in the architecture completely changes the applicability of this approach, making it possible to be used in MANETs. Figure 1 depicts the enhanced, fully distributed infrastructure-less DHT bootstrap process in SISTO.

Since the DHT discovery network in SISTO will now be typically a much smaller (MANET) sized entity, we take advantage of this fact to speed-up peer discovery, by introducing a new peer discovery control parameter, which can be set to allow an earlier start of downloads.
3.2 Network-Aware Peer Selection

Peer selection is the process by which each peer decides which subset of its peers to upload data to. In SISTO, we have made another change relative to conventional BitTorrent where peers are selected in a random fashion. In SISTO, peers are selected using cross-layer information in a network- and topology-aware manner. Furthermore, the number of peers (called the Upload Number in this paper, which is normally fixed in BitTorrent) is adjusted dynamically based on network conditions. The network-aware peer selection is designed with the following objectives: (i) reducing long distance transmissions and localizing the transmissions, so that the channel contention and interference is reduced, (ii) utilizing stable, high performing links so that the efficiency of data dissemination is higher, and (iii) since it is common for such networks to have links with frequently varying bandwidth resulting from factors such as mobility and terrain effects, avoiding the problem of underutilization of low bandwidth or mildly lossy links (which are treated unfairly with the conventional BitTorrent scheme).

The cross-layer information needed by SISTO can be acquired in multiple ways. Firstly, SISTO includes a simple Network Monitoring tool, enabling each node to periodically gather latency, hop count and loss information with respective to other known peers in the swarm. SISTO is designed to read this information from a pre-specified location:port and in a self-descriptive, standardized JSON format. This architectural decision allows any third-party process that provides network information, such as a routing protocol agent, Dynamic Link Exchange Protocol (DLEP) agent or a dedicated network
awareness service [23], to be easily plugged into the SISTO interface in place of the SISTO-provided tool.

SISTO implements the following three algorithms for network-aware peer selection (PS):

**Hop-only PS:** The peers are ordered based on the hop count from the uploading node, preferring the closer peers. When there is a tie, the download rates (which are used in conventional BitTorrent – referred to as TitForTat or TFT) are used as secondary criteria.

**Latency-Hop PS:** The peers are ranked in the increasing order of latency (round trip time) between the peer and the uploading node. When there is a tie, the hop count and download rates are used as secondary and tertiary criteria.

**Loss-Hop PS:** The peers are ranked in the increasing order of packet loss between the peer and the uploading node. When there is a tie, the hop count and download rates are used as secondary and tertiary criteria.

Once the peers are ranked using one of these policies, the data is uploaded to the top \( N \) peers, where \( N \) is the upload number, and the other peers are choked. This peer selection process (called the re-choke cycle) is repeated every 10 seconds. It is assumed that the Network Monitoring tool described above is providing hop count, latency and loss measurements.

Another important factor that impacts performance is the value of the upload number itself, since if it is too low, the throughput achieved is low, and if it is too high, network congestion may result. Unlike BitTorrent, SISTO adjusts the upload number dynamically, based on the network conditions. The re-evaluation of upload number occurs every alternate (configurable) re-choke cycle, i.e., every 20 seconds (by default) in our implementation. The parameters that are used to determine the upload number value are (i) total upload rate (TUR) across all peers, i.e., the total number of bytes per second that the node uploads to all its peers averaged over the sampling time window and (ii) average latency (AL) between the node and its peers. When it is time to evaluate the upload number at a node, the current TUR and AL are compared with the TUR and AL from the previous cycle. If there is an increase in the AL or a drop in TUR, it indicates the build up of congestion in the network. If there is a decrease in AL or increase in TUR, it indicates the availability of network capacity, especially when new peers join the network. Based on these observations, a heuristic adjustment policy is employed, as shown in Table 1. The upload number is linearly incremented when AL decreases or TUR increases, linearly decremented when AL increases or TUR decreases, and unchanged in other cases.
### Table 1 Dynamic adjustment policy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AL</th>
<th>TUR</th>
<th>Upload Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>+0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>+0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Adaptive Re-Routing via Proactive Peer Creation (PPC)

In conventional BitTorrent, peers that serve as seeds are selectively reactively, based solely in whether or not an application attached to that peer wants to receive the information in question. Proactively selecting new seeds enables a highly robust dynamic route selection at the application layer. For example, suppose there is a single source-receiver pair \((n_5 \text{ and } n_8)\) in the network, as shown in Figure 2. Suppose that the shortest path between the two nodes, as chosen by conventional routing, is of poor quality, possibly due to congestion. Suppose that there exists an alternative, but longer path between \(n_5\) and \(n_8\), which is not congested. If we trigger one of the nodes in the alternative path, say \(n_{12}\), to become an additional seed for the torrent, then \(n_5\) sends data to \(n_{12}\), and \(n_8\) subsequently receives it from \(n_{12}\). The torrent algorithm will then naturally begin to favor the high-performing path. In other words, the torrent dissemination process steers the traffic through the alternate, better route. SISTO exploits this potential and defines mechanisms to identify such peers, which can improve performance significantly. Furthermore, enabling more than one such peer can cause multiple new paths between the source

![Figure 2](image-url)  

**Figure 2** Example scenario for proactive peer selection.
and the destination to emerge. Thus traffic can be disseminated to receivers on multiple paths, which offers not only performance improvements, but makes the entire dissemination process more robust, since multiple paths may be active in parallel, and information dissemination adaptively favors the better performing paths. Note that that can also occur in conventional BitTorrent, but without PPC, if it occurs it is dependent on other peers in the right place being interested in receiving the content, while PPC ensures that it happens by design. We believe that there is a high potential in proactive peer creation, especially in congested networks, when transient links become available, and in the vicinity of “weak spots” in the network, (which are nodes that if they fail, will cause partitioning).

In the current version of SISTO, we design and implement PPC to address the aforementioned problem of congestion. Accordingly, when the observed latency between a peer and its actively downloading peer (i.e., peer that it uploads data to) exceeds a threshold value, PPC is enabled for this source and receiver pair \((S, R)\) and torrent \(T\). The source peer (i.e., the uploading peer where PPC is enabled) obtains a list of known peers in the network by reading the DHT overlay node list (we assume that all peers want to participate in PPC). These peers may or may not already be a member of torrent \(T\)'s swarm (since the DHT network is established independent of the torrents being exchanged). Let this list of peers be \(L_1 = \{p_1, p_2, p_3, \ldots\}\). \(S\) then obtains the latencies between \(S\) and each node in \(L_1\) from the local Network Monitor. Let this list of latencies be \(L_2 = \{\operatorname{lat}(S, p_1), \operatorname{lat}(S, p_2), \operatorname{lat}(S, p_3), \ldots\}\), where \(\operatorname{lat}(a, b)\) is the latency between peers \(a\) and \(b\). The nodes in \(L_1\) are sorted in the increasing order of latencies from \(L_2\). A fraction of nodes in the sorted list (50% in our implementation), are queried for their observed latencies to \(R\). Let this list be \(L_3 = \{\operatorname{lat}(p_1, R), \operatorname{lat}(p_2, R), \operatorname{lat}(p_3, R), \ldots\}\). The number of nodes queried can be changed according to the desired trade off in communication overhead. Based on \(L_2\) and \(L_3\), the node \(p_i\) which yields the least total latency \(\operatorname{lat}(S, p_i) + \operatorname{lat}(p_i, R)\) is selected to be enabled as a peer for \(T\). A request is sent to \(p_i\) to add the torrent; if the new node rejects the request, then the node with the next lowest total latency is selected. This algorithm is highly adaptive to changing network conditions.

### 3.4 Content Discovery

In most conventional CDNS (including BitTorrent) content discovery is assumed to take place out of band (e.g., via email, or social media). In SISTO, an application can request content either using a set of keywords, by selecting content from keyword search results, or by directly referencing...
specific content metadata. The Content Discovery component is responsible for creating metadata and distributing these across the network, as well as publishing advertisements from peers that want to seed and share content. Nodes that are interested in the published content use the relevant metadata obtained in the content discovery process, and then discover peers by means of DHT techniques. Once a torrent swarm of peers is established for the requested content, data dissemination begins.

For content metadata, SISTO uses magnet links instead of the traditional "torrent" metafiles, because of their small size. The small size of the metadata associated with the torrent content, allows it to be disseminated using very simple techniques, i.e., the magnet links are pushed onto the network and discovered by peers in a distributed manner, using ProtoSD [13], which is a discovery system, which helps publish, query and disseminate content references across the network. ProtoSD uses two service discovery protocols: (1) multicast-DNS (MDNS) [4] and (2) Independent Discovery Interface (INDI) [12]. Using INDI, ProtoSD is able to discover and disseminate services effectively on dynamic, low-connectivity networks without any infrastructure, similar to the modified DHT technique described above.

SISTO allows content-providing peers (seeds) to tag content with keywords and other metadata, and push content advertisements to the network periodically, which are picked up by other nodes and stored in their local knowledge base, as shown in Figure 3. A sample advertisement of media content is shown in Figure 4. Along with advertising, the nodes also seed their content, i.e., makes the content available to other peers as a torrent for

![Figure 3](image-url) Content publishing and discovery: Content created at node A (1) is advertised to other nodes (2, 3). If a query fails in the local knowledge base, it is retrieved from a different node (4).
download. A client that wants to download content can query for keywords pertaining to the relevant magnet link. If the node that pushed the link advertisement fails, the magnet link may be retrieved from the knowledge base of other nodes. The node subsequently uses this magnet link to download the data via the torrent algorithm.

4 Evaluation

The SISTO system has been implemented in C++ building from the libtorrent library [20]. The software implementation has been evaluated using a realistic 30 node mobile network obtained from field measurements emulated on a Common Open Research Emulator (CORE)/Extendable Mobile Ad-hoc Network Emulator (EMANE) testbed [21, 22]. Both static and mobile versions of this network are used in the experimentation. For the experiments in Section 4.1 below, we used the basic range model (130 m) with the bandwidth on all the links set to 200 Kbps, an average packet loss of 5% and delay of 20ms. For the experiments in Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, the CORE testbed, which emulates the network layer and upper layers, was integrated with
Extendable Mobile Ad hoc Network Emulator (EMANE) for emulating lower layers (e.g., the 802.11abg MAC model was applied), and the link rates were set to 2 Mbps.

4.1 Peer Discovery

We compare the performance of SISTO’s enhanced DHT with BitTorrent’s DHT by downloading 5 video files across the network (in both static and mobile scenarios); each file size was 4.5 MB, and was seeded by 1 peer and requested by 10 peers. The experiments were repeated with different sets of seeds and receivers that were selected randomly. Figure 5 shows the average peer discovery latency in SISTO and BitTorrent. We observed that SISTO reduces the peer discovery latency by 7.7% on average. To see the impact of these differences on the actual data download, we measured the download latency, i.e., the average time taken to for a receiver to download the entire file. Figure 6 shows the download latency for BitTorrent and
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**Figure 5** Average peer discovery latency of SISTO vs. BitTorrent.

![Figure 6](image2.png)

**Figure 6** Download latency of BitTorrent vs. SISTO.
SISTO (without network/topology awareness). We see that SISTO reduces the download latency by 19% on average. The overhead of peer discovery in SISTO, i.e., the overhead of SISTO’s enhanced DHT messaging, as a fraction of the total network traffic is only a small fraction of the total network traffic (<1.5%) and scales well with network churn.

### 4.2 Content Dissemination Efficiency

Similar sets of experiments described in Section 4.1 were used to evaluate the content dissemination efficiency of SISTO. **Figure 7** shows the download latency for experiments in both static and mobile network scenarios. The performance of SISTO is compared with conventional HTTP, which relies on the underlying routing protocol (OLSR in this case) for failure recovery.

It may be noted that the network-aware optimizations were not enabled in SISTO for these experiments. We see in **Figure 7** that even in a static network only 55% of the file downloads actually completed – this is due to the conventional approach’s limited ability to recover from mobility driven degradation. Furthermore, in the mobile network, even less, namely 32% of downloads complete. In contrast, SISTO delivered 100% of the requested content both static and mobile cases, indicating that it is much more robust to both congestion and mobility effects.

**Figure 8** shows the measured traffic overhead incurred by SISTO control messages for data dissemination, such as peer handshake, piece request, etc. We observe that this is a small fraction of the total traffic (<1%), and also that the overhead is lower in 5-torrent than 1-torrent, indicating scalability of SISTO.

![Figure 7](image-url) **Figure 7** Download completion (HTTP vs. SISTO).
4.3 Network-Aware Peer Selection

In this series of experiments, we employed the same five-torrent scenario described above and evaluated the SISTO network-aware peer selection algorithms against each other, and against tit-for-tat (TFT) peer selection of BitTorrent. A static network without any node mobility was used, and the upload number of peers was fixed to 3.

Figure 9 shows the average download latencies. We see that the network-aware peer selection yields better performance than TFT. For this scenario, the use of the Hop-only scheme reduced the download latency by 19% and Latency-Hop by 28% compared to TFT. Note that although Latency-Hop performed the best in this experiment, there may be other scenarios or situations where the other network-aware peer selection algorithms are useful. E.g., when some links are lower bandwidth than others, Hop-only prevents starvation of these links; or when only loss or hop measurements are available, Loss-Hop or Hop-only algorithms may be selected.
Next, the dynamic adjustment of upload number was evaluated. Figure 10 shows the average download latencies for TFT, Hop-only and Latency-Hop, for various fixed values of upload number (N). Note that N significantly impacts performance. Next, the dynamic adjustment algorithm is enabled, and the experiments are repeated. The average value of N over the course of the experiment was computed. We see that the dynamic adjust algorithm tends to converge to the optimal region of the upload number.

4.4 Proactive Peer Creation (PPC)

PPC was evaluated in CORE/EMANE using 5 seeds, each with one receiver, and with a file of size 4.5 MB. The seeds were chosen randomly and the receivers are chosen such that they were at least two hops away from the corresponding seeds. Cross-traffic at the rate of 750 Kbps was introduced in the routes between each seed-receiver pair, using IPerf UDP [3]. Five runs of the experiment were conducted, each with a different set of seeds and receivers. The latency threshold was set to 4000ms (exceeding that level triggers PPC).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Avg. Download Latency (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No PPC</td>
<td>385.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With PPC</td>
<td>299.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11  PPC experimental setup and latency.
In the scenario of Figure 11, when PPC was activated, node n29 was found to yield the least latency path between n8 and n30, and hence was enabled as a peer. Subsequently, n30 received most of its data via n29. Similarly, the other seed-receiver pairs enabled new peers as needed. Figure 11 shows the average download latency per receiver with and without PPC. We see that PPC reduces the download latency by about 22%. Furthermore, the percentage of retransmissions in the network was 15.2% without PPC, but was reduced to 9.6% with PPC. The additional overhead due to the enabling of new peers was measured in terms of the number of control bytes per data byte (i.e., ratio of torrent control bytes to file size), which was 0.003 without PPC, and 0.007 with PPC.

5 Conclusions

We have developed a distributed torrent-based file distribution suite that operates efficiently without any infrastructure support. It is agnostic to underlying network routing protocols, and includes a fully decentralized content discovery component. Our evaluation shows that SISTO is significantly more robust both than conventional routing and infrastructure-based CDN approaches, and the addition of two key elements, i.e., adding network-awareness to peer selection, and proactive instantiation of peers to enrich routing diversity further improves robustness and throughput. We have also prototyped SISTO on an Android platform, and tested it in smart-phone networks envisaged for disaster-recovery, tactical or first responder networks.
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